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Position Description

The position of Teaching Fellow (TF) is a unique opportunity for college students, recent college graduates, and
upper-level high school students interested in a career in teaching. Over the course of the Summer Program, TF will
lead instruction of electives and/or SSAT Prep classes under the supervision of professional Instructional Coaches
(IC). TF’s also assist Core Teachers in core academic classes, are responsible for leading and assisting in afternoon
student activities, monitoring transitions, lunch periods, and recess.This is a six-week position; one week of training
and five weeks with middle school students.

Duties and Responsibilities

A Teaching Fellow will work closely with their assigned Core Teacher in the daily planning and implementation of
lessons for the morning academic core classes (English, History, Humanities, Latin, Math, Science). This may involve
assisting small groups of students, correcting homework, leading lessons, preparing materials, and other
teaching-related duties as determined in collaboration with the Core Teacher (CT). At the CT’s discretion, a TF may
also lead morning academic core classes under the supervision of the CT.

● TF’s plan and implement lessons for afternoon elective classes under the supervision of an IC. TFs will also
write student evaluations for elective and/or SSAT Prep classes.

● TF’s lead advising groups of 7-8 students, working to create a positive environment and acting as a
role-model and advocate for each assigned student.

● TF’s are required to attend the entirety of faculty training, faculty meetings and field trips.

The final determination of the TA specific duties will be made closer to the actual start of the Summer Program

Qualifications

Responsible, positive role model, diligent and conscientious, good communication skills. Pathfinder graduates are
encouraged to apply.

Compensation, Dates and Hours
TAs receive a stipend for the summer paid bi-weekly. TA positions are full-time over the six weeks of the program.
The TF work day begins at 7:45am and ends at 3:45pm each day. The Summer 2023 start date is Tuesday, June 20th
and the end date is Friday, July 28th.


